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Dissolution of the Soviet Union - Wikipedia
After the tournament, the former Soviet Republics competed as separate independent nations, with FIFA allocating the
Soviet team's record to Russia. [138] Before the start of the 1992 Winter Olympics in Albertville and the Summer
Olympics in Barcelona , The Olympic Committee of the USSR formally existed until March 12, 1992, when it disbanded
but it was succeeded by the Russian Olympic Committee .
U.S. Relations With Belarus - United States Department of ...
29/1/2020 · More information about Belarus is available on the Belarus Page and from other Department of State
publications and other sources listed at the end of this fact sheet. U.S.-BELARUS RELATIONS Since Belarusian
President Alexander Lukashenka came to power in 1994, he has consolidated power through widespread repression. In
1996, Lukashenka reacted to Western criticism of a referendum …
Kennan Cable No. 68: Central Asia’s Multi-vector Defense ...
Defense diplomacy first gained traction as part of national strategic doctrines in the 1990s, following the end of the
Cold War. Western powers feared at the time that the large Soviet-style armies of former Warsaw Pact countries would
act as significant stumbling blocks in the process of democratic transition.
Soviet Union - Wikipedia
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The Soviet Union, officially the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), was a socialist state that spanned most of
Europe and Asia during its existence from 1922 to 1991. It was nominally a federal union of multiple national
republics; in practice its government and economy were highly centralized until its final years. The country was a oneparty state prior to 1990 governed by the ...
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